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Reconstruction of Fiatu 500 and 126 in the image and in the text :). 1987 In
1987, Fiat introduced the 500L (Lettere Bisicelli Alta) to the automotive market,
which is still the basis for the Fiat Ducato. The first and only copy of these cars is

now kept in the company's museum in Padua. 1986 1983 Relaunch of the 200.
Many still do not know, but all models assembled in Italy had a 4-door body. So,
this year 137,000 of these machines rolled off the assembly lines in Italy. 1885

1885 is the year of the birth of the Fiat brand, in honor of which the first model,
the Premiere, was released. Fiat 500 and Alfa Romeo 156 are the first

independent models from Fiat. In 1885 (more precisely, in 1885-1886), Fiat
founded its first car factory in Turin (Italy). After 12 months, a new brand name
was born: FIAT, which means "strength" in Latin. By the way, the first image of
the Alfa model can now be seen in the Fiat Museum in the city of Pierini (Spain)

- the Ferrari 250 GTO. The First World War began in 1914, so the time of the
birth of Fiat as a brand was long gone, and it was just necessary to somehow fill
in the gaps in the history of the company. The next Fiat 4C, like many cars of

that time, was equipped with an open top. Walking on the roads of Italy was very
unsafe, since many buildings and rivers at that time had no road surface. To solve

the problem of solving this issue, the Italians invented the Fiat 400 Serie CS
limousine (Serie S - "Series C", coupe). The car was quite good to drive, had
comfortable seats and affordable prices. Some models were also produced in

Russia - the Fiat-150 roadster with all the attachments from it. Fiat 125 and Fiat
250: Fiat builds most of the cars with Aston Martin (then Austin). FIat 125 S:
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The first examples are based on the Fiat 124. Ford Falcon (1965, Mk. I): the first
car based on the Ford Cosworth DFR, which subsequently
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